
too late; my doubts have prevented my 
full involvement. It becomes clearer 
that the filmmakers are not attempting 
realism, but are creating a filmic or 
mental un-reality with its own rules, 
arbitrary and unfamiliar to me, which 
o|}viate the need for concrete, realistic 
explanation and motivation. Seeming 
discrepancies have made me withdraw 
my commitment to the characters; they 
are figments long before the final scene 
makes this explicit. 

John Juliani, perhaps due to his thea
trical background, has, in Latitude 55, 
banked on the power of dialogue and 
strong acting making little use of the 
medium's audiovisual capabilities, and 
Pelletier and Schellenberg have both 
delivered; I was never bored with the 
film, only doubtful and sometimes irri
tated. The script provided a number of 
scenes interesting in themselves, but 
did not create a sense of rising drama as 
the characters' involvement deepened. 
There are certainly some excellent 
moments, as when Wanda, after a crying 
fit, says, "This is gross." I was convinced, 
and strongly wished that the film's 
dreamy matrix contained more such 
gems. It is as though Juliani and Riis 
made Latitude 55 in the belief that 
cinema would free them from the some
times cumbersome physical reality of 
the stage, when in fact it seems that film, 
by its very dreamy intangibility, must 
cast a particularly strong illusion of con-
creteness if it is to have our full alle
giance. Whatever my complaints, Lafi-
tude 55 is a thoughtful and complex 
symbolic work of art, and it is gratifying 
to see a film artist working unabashedly 
for delicate characterization and them
atic depth. But I, for one, would have 
preferred that Juliani, through film, 
make his stage the real world. 

Alee Lloyd • 
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R E V I E W S 
Bruce Elder's 

illuminated Texts 

Canadian film has always had a tendency 
to vacillate between two extremes. On 
one hand, there is a preference for films 
about little people in little situations 
becoming smaller. On the other, there is 
the wish to break out into epic forms, to 
people huge canvases with larger-than-
life heroics. From Bacfc to God's Coun
try to Silence of the North, the stuff of 
epic just barely eludes us. Eventually, 
the artist is punished for his hubris. 

Bruce Elder's new film. Illuminated 
Teicts, seems to exist at both ends of this 
strange dichotomy. It is, as far as pos
sible, an individual work Aided by an 
array of home-made electronics and 
optical printing devices. Elder pieced 
together the work in the solitude of his 
living-room/studio. But, more impor
tantly, the film brings together the many 
facets of a single perspective. We are 
never allowed to forget that everything 
we are seeing is the meditation of one 
man alone in his room. 

The solitary nature of Illuminated 
Teicts is brought home to us in the film's 
opening passage. Elder, portraying a 
professor (which he is) of mathematics 
(one of his many avocations), welcomes 
a student into his apartment Together, 
they read their respective roles from 
Xeroxed scripts of lonesco's The Lesson. 
The professor becomes increasingly 
perturbed as the student stumbles over 
the fundamental concepts of addition 
and subtraction. Slowly we begin to 
sympathize with the student. In fact, 
these building blocks of mathematics 
are not only illogical but inhuman and, 
finally, as threatening as the rage they 
induce. Like the hero in Gixiard'syt/p/ia-
vi7/e, we are reminded that we can't 
know what 2-1-2 are until we know the 
meaning of "plus." 

It could be said that the remaining 
three hours of Illuminated Teicts is 
about the meaning of "plus." Working 
out of his dramatic prelude, Elder moves 
into an epic of the mind. The film 
becomes alive with a collage of spoken 
and written texts amid a constantly 
changing pattern of eclectic imagery. 

Our first reaction is to look for a 
thread with which to bind this sensory 
bombardment Elder's previous film, 
1857: Fool's Gold, used its two written 
and one spoken texts as counterpoints to 
each other, creating the optical thunder
storm of the film's imagery. The film 
before that. The Art ofWordly Wisdom, 
used a wall-towall monologue as its 
centerpiece. 

Where the earlier films appeared 
referential and self-reflexive. Illuminat
ed Teicts seems encyclopedic. The 
thoughts read by the narrator and the 
many quotations reproduced as titles 
represent a lifetime of reading and 
reflection. But they also present, in 
microcosm, the span of human thought 

If there is to be an illumination of 
these texts then it is not enough to 
reconcile the quotations with one an
other. Frequently, in his reproduction of 
thought. Elder returns to the writings of 
Henry Adams who, 90 years ago, gave us 
a clue as to the task of this film. Adams 
saw his generation as perched between 
two dominant iconographies: the Virgin 
with its implications of selflessness and 
purity, and the equally religious ideo 
logy epitomized by the electric dynamo. 
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• Part of a composite stilt form the concluding section of Illuminated Texts 

As the first philosopher of the new cen
tury, Adams looked for a path that 
would lead from the obsolete mytholo 
gy through the dangerous, untested 
technological world. 

Elder's vision looks back from a spot 
well down that path. The technological 
complexities of his chosen art are conti
nually acknowledged. The "plus" in this 
film- the organization of its elements-
is work made possible by a computer. 
Before each sequence, we see Elder's 
editing instructions typed up on a multi
colored terminal. The implication is 
that the breath and complexity of the 
4000 shots to unfurl before us are made 
possible only by this mechanized hand. 

This said, we are asked to avoid the 
facile conclusion that the film is a cold, 
structural exercise meant to distance us 
from a reading of its individual images. 
There is, in the film, above all, a passion 
in the thoughts presented and in the 
intersection of these thoughts with the 
film imagery. Recently, Elder declared 
himself to be "an enemy of Formalism" 
The narrow-minded pursuit of structure 
in his films is, to use Elder's term, fool's 
gold. 

Nowhere is this more clearly illustrat
ed than in the last section of Illuminated 
Teicts. The computer begins to produce 

fragments of words, which become frag
ments of sentences, which slowly come 
together as the rendition of concentra
tion camp atrocities. The images - p ro 
cessed Nazi footftge, home movies of the 
reconstructed Auschwitz, perusals of 
sadomasochistic pornography - work 
closer and closer to the printed texts. 
Elder's computer begins to speak- as if 
it could no longer mutely and passively 
follow orders. It echoes the horrors. 

The last sound of Illuminated Teicts is 
the now fully vocal computer singing 
"Deutschland iiber Alles " The last image 
is a tiny portion of Eldei^s face dominat
ed by a large black rectangle. We have 
come full circle : from the epic to the 
solitar>', from the expanse of human 
experience to the filmmaker as screen. 

Seth F e l d m a n • 
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